Task:

Design a ‘wanted’ poster for Lennie Small, issued by the Sheriff’s office, in connection with his ‘assault’ on the woman in Weed.

What to do:

1. Re-read the opening passage where Lennie is introduced. Make some brief notes about his physical appearance. Find a selection of quotations to support your findings.

2. Consider Lennie’s other distinguishing features, and again find quotations that show you these. You could look at the following:
   - the manner of his speech
   - his companion
   - his forgetfulness.

3. Write a sentence clearly explaining the offence that Lennie is wanted for.

4. Use details of Lennie’s physical appearance from Chapter 1 to draw a sketch of him to include on your poster.

5. Now write a detailed paragraph explaining:
   - Lennie’s physical appearance
   - other distinguishing features
   - why he is a ‘wanted’ man.

Remember to offer a reward for his arrest in US dollars.